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ABSTRACT 
Cohen, Friedland, Kato, and Kelly conjectured that F(t) = log r.(eA’eBf) is con- 
vex for real t when A is nonnegative cmd 23 is diagonal; here T is the spectral radius. 
While the conjecture is comt for dimension n = 1 or 2, it is shown here to be false 
for n 2 3. Similarly t c, log’l’race(eAfeB’)” need not be convex when n > 3. 
Let r(X) denote the spectral radius of a matrix X, namely the largest 
modulus of the eigenvalues of X. An n X n nonnegative matrix is one whose 
elements are all nonnegative real numbers. Cohen, Friedland, Kato, and 
Kelly [ 1, Section 51 proposed the following. 
CoNJEcruaE la t A be an n X n nonnegative matrix and B an n X n 
real diagonal matrix. Then F(t) = log r(eAFeB’) is convex in the real variable 
t > a 
The statement of Conjecture 1 above is slightly weaker than that in [I]; 
e convexity for all real t (not just t > 0) is asserted in [l]. 
It will be shown here that the conjecture is false fbr all n z 3. For this 
purpose it clearly suffices to prove the falsity for n = 3 only, because one can 
always consider the n x n matrices 
and B’“‘=diag(B,b,b ,..., b) 
in which A and B are 3 X3 matrices for which the conjecture fails and 
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b = min{B*,,, B,,,, B,,,}. It will also be shown that (for A nonnegative and B 
diagonal as before) the functions 
Fk( t) = logTrace ( eAfeBL)k, 
for k a positive integer and t > 0, can fail to be convex when n >/ 3 and 
k al. 
In [l] it was shown that Conjecture 1 is true EArhen  = 2. It was also 
shown that it is true if the matrix A is required to be a (complex valued) 
Hermitian matrix instead of a (real valued) nonnegative matrix. In fact, the 
n = 2 case is proved by transforming it (via a diagonal similarity transforma- 
tion) into the Hermitian case, but this transformation can be brought about 
generally only when n = 2. 
The first step in constructing our counterexamples is to note that, for each 
fixed A, the convexity of F for aU B implies that the function 
Pinallv, since the 
we have that the ~ot~v~~~~~ of 
An ide~ti~~~ ~~~~~~~~t~t can be 
The ses.ond step is to choose a 
be a pevnlutation matrix tsonsisti 
liar i=I,2,....n-I and 
k 3 0 is an integer, 
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Hence, using the power series expansion of eAt, we find that for this A 
When z = 2, g,(t) = cash t. This is log convex-in agreement with the 
IZ = 2 theorem mentioned before, and which was proved in [I]. 
To compute g,(t 1, let cl,. . . , o,, be the nth roots of unity. Then, for 
integral k, 
bi)k={; if lc=Omod n, 
i=l otherwise. 
Hence 
The cube roots of unity are 1 and -0 f-l/2, and thus 3g,(t) = e’ 
f 2e”/* cos(fi2 12). A simple calculation shows that g,“g, - ( gj12 < 0 when 
fit = Sr/3. Therefore g, is not log convex. 
